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1. Introduction 
 

In the fast-evolving world of cryptocurrency, meme coins have carved out a unique niche, 

combining community-driven enthusiasm with innovative financial opportunities. We are thrilled 

to introduce Jose Token, a meme coin created on the Solana network that promises to bring both 

excitement and value to the crypto landscape. A diverse, internationally based team came 

together to create a project for everyday investors, by everyday investors—one that people could 

feel excited and proud about being part of, all while embracing the international flair that JOSE 

brings. 

 

Utilizing state-of-the-art artificial intelligence to bring JOSE to life, the team and enthusiasts 

from around the world aim to make a lasting impact. JOSE was created for longevity, not as a 

mere flash in the pan. 

 

From the very start, the team emphasized that Jose Token would be a community-driven project 

where the investors always come first. Their opinions matter and will determine the direction and 

future success of JOSE. 

 

This whitepaper outlines the fundamental principles and features of Jose Token, including its 

tokenomics, distribution plan, and the essential elements that make it stand out among the 

countless other cryptocurrencies and meme coins in the market. As we launch this exciting 

journey, we invite you to join us, participate, and discover the limitless possibilities that AI-

driven innovation and a community-driven project will bring to the world of meme coins and the 

broader cryptocurrency landscape. 

 

 

  



2. Tokenomics 
 

Total Supply: 21 Million Jose Tokens 

 

Initial Token Distribution: 

 

Presale: 10 million Jose Tokens 

Liquidity & Listing Reserves: 7.5 million Jose Tokens 

Marketing: 1 million Jose Tokens 

Community Rewards: 1.5 million Jose Tokens 

Team: 1 million Jose Tokens 

• 50% - 500,000 Tokens Locked for 6 Months 
• 25% - 250,000 Tokens Locked for 3 Months 

 

Key Features: 

 

Community Rewards: Creating a large pool for the community to be rewarded. 

Low Total Supply: Allowing for greater potential for significant returns. 

No Transaction Tax: Facilitating seamless trading. 

Mint Revoked: Preventing future token creation. 

Freeze Revoked: Ensuring safety for investors. 

Renounced Contract Ownership: Ensuring decentralization. 

Community Driven: Decisions guided by the community. 

 

A Limited and Strategic Supply 

 

The total supply of Jose tokens is capped at 21 million, a symbolic nod to scarcity and value 

preservation. Here’s the strategic distribution of these tokens: 

 

Presale Tokens: 10 million tokens are allocated for the presale, providing early investors with a 

significant opportunity to acquire Jose tokens at a potentially lower price before it hits the 

broader market. 

Liquidity & Listing Reserves: 7.5 million tokens are reserved to ensure sufficient liquidity for 

market launch and exchange listings. This strategic allocation is designed to facilitate smooth 

trading and price stability once the token is live. 

Community Rewards: 1.5 million tokens are set aside to reward community members who 

contribute to the project through marketing efforts on social media, content creation, and other 

means. In a special post-launch initiative, we will burn 1,000,000 tokens to further reduce the 

supply and increase scarcity, potentially driving up value. 

Marketing: 1 million tokens are dedicated to ongoing marketing, partnerships, and acquisitions. 

This ensures that the Jose token will continuously reach new audiences and build robust 

partnerships, driving long-term growth. 

Team: 1 million tokens are allocated to the dedicated team behind the Jose token for upfront 

token creation, ongoing maintenance, investor relations, and marketing costs. This ensures that 

our team remains motivated and well-equipped to support the project's success. 

 



Jose Token is an SPL token built on the Solana network. The smart contract ensures secure, 

transparent, and efficient transactions without the need for a central authority. Leveraging 

Solana’s high-speed, high-security, and low-cost blockchain infrastructure provides Jose Coin 

with a robust platform for users to engage with the meme coin. 

 

 

3. A Unique Opportunity for Presale Investors 
 

At Jose Token, we understand the importance of finding a meme coin that offers significant 

potential for growth. The total supply of Jose tokens is capped at 21 million, emphasizing 

scarcity and value preservation. Here's why investing in Jose Token is a unique opportunity: 

 

1. Community-Centric Approach: The Jose token thrives on community engagement and 

rewards. By participating in the presale, you are not just an investor; you are a key member of a 

growing community that values your contributions and supports the token's growth. 

2. Strategic Scarcity: With a total supply of only 21 million and a planned burn of 1,000,000 

tokens post-launch, the Jose token is designed to become more scarce over time. This scarcity 

can potentially drive up the token's value as demand increases. 

3. Robust Infrastructure: Built on the Solana network, the Jose token benefits from Solana’s 

high-speed, low-cost transactions. This ensures a seamless and efficient trading experience for all 

token holders. 

4. Focused Marketing and Partnerships: With dedicated tokens for marketing and 

partnerships, the Jose token is positioned for widespread adoption and growth. Our strategic 

efforts will ensure that the token reaches a broad audience, driving up demand and value. 

5. Experienced Team: The team behind the Jose token comprises seasoned professionals with 

extensive experience in cryptocurrency, marketing, and community building. Their expertise 

ensures that the token is not only well-launched but also well-supported in the long term. 

 

Presale Price & Discount for Early Adopters 

 

With a 3000 SOL initial market cap, we are setting the discounted presale price at .000394 SOL 

per Jose Token. Here's an example breakdown: 

 

Total Supply: 21 million tokens 

Presale Tokens: 10 million tokens 

Target Initial Market Cap: 3000 SOL 

Undiscounted Presale Price: .000526 SOL per token 

Discounted Presale Price: .000394 SOL per token 

 

Launch Price: .000563 SOL per token 

 

 

 

  



Investment Breakdown at Presale Price of .000394 SOL per token: 

 

• 1 Jose Token = .000394 Sol 
• 0.1 Sol = 253.33 Jose Tokens 
• 0.2 Sol = 506.67 Jose Tokens 
• 0.3 Sol = 760.00 Jose Tokens 
• 0.4 Sol = 1013.33 Jose Tokens 
• 0.5 Sol = 1266.67 Jose Tokens 
• 0.6 Sol = 1520.00 Jose Tokens 
• 0.7 Sol = 1773.33 Jose Tokens 
• 0.8 Sol = 2026.67 Jose Tokens 
• 0.9 Sol = 2280.00 Jose Tokens 
• 1 Sol = 2533.33 Jose Tokens 

 

Investment Breakdown at Launch Price of .000526 SOL per token: 

 

• 1 Jose Token = 0.000526 Sol 
• 190.0048 Jose Tokens = 0.1 Sol 
• 380.0095 Jose Tokens = 0.2 Sol 
• 570.0143 Jose Tokens = 0.3 Sol 
• 760.019 Jose Tokens = 0.4 Sol 
• 950.0238 Jose Tokens = 0.5 Sol 
• 1140.0286 Jose Tokens = 0.6 Sol 
• 1330.0333 Jose Tokens = 0.7 Sol 
• 1520.0381 Jose Tokens = 0.8 Sol 
• 1710.0429 Jose Tokens = 0.9 Sol 
• 1900.0476 Jose Tokens = 1 Sol 

 

By offering a presale price of .000394 SOL per Jose Token, we provide significant value to early 

investors. This competitive price, along with the example breakdown, highlights the potential for 

substantial token acquisition at various investment levels, ensuring broad accessibility and 

encouraging widespread participation in the Jose Token community. This strategy supports our 

goal, fostering a strong foundation for future growth and success. 

 

 

4. Roadmap: A Community-Driven Journey 
 

Jose Token embraces a unique approach to its development and future direction: a community-

driven roadmap. JOSE thrives on the vibrant creativity, culturally diverse perspectives, and 

insights of its community, comprised of artists, collectors, and enthusiasts. This approach ensures 

our roadmap is adaptable and highly responsive to the ever-changing landscape of digital art and 

culture. 

 

  



Why a Community-Driven Roadmap? 

 

Flexibility: The digital art world is dynamic, with trends and interests evolving rapidly. A 

community-driven roadmap allows us to pivot quickly, embracing new opportunities that align 

with our collective vision. 

Inclusivity: By involving the community in our decision-making process, we ensure that JOSE 

reflects the genuine interests and passions of those it serves. This inclusivity fosters a deeper 

sense of ownership and engagement among all stakeholders. 

Innovation: The collective wisdom and creativity of our community are boundless sources of 

innovation. This model enables us to tap into a wide range of ideas and perspectives, driving 

JOSE towards uncharted territories with confidence. 

 

Achievements Under the Community-Driven Model: 

 

The results speak for themselves. Without a formal roadmap, JOSE embarks on a mission to 

create an internationally diverse community that will collectively determine the pathways and 

future successes in which JOSE can achieve. Future developments on the horizon include NFTs 

which will be used as rewards and sold, with a large portion of the profits used to burn tokens 

from the total supply, the creation of merchandise in various forms, and potential for gaming and 

utility. 

 

 

5. Community Rewards and Engagement 

 

To foster a vibrant and engaged community, Jose Token implements a rewarding system that 

acknowledges and incentivizes active participation: 

 

Community Rewards: Community members can earn additional Jose Tokens by contributing to 

the project through various means, such as marketing efforts on social media, content creation, 

and more. 

NFT Rewards: Community members can earn unique NFTs by contributing to the project 

through various means, such as marketing efforts, content creation, and more. 

Profit Sharing: A significant portion of the profits from NFT sales and merchandise will be 

used to burn tokens, thereby increasing the value of the remaining tokens. 

Merchandise and Utility: Jose Token plans to release branded merchandise and explore gaming 

utilities, offering tangible rewards and enhancing the overall user experience. 

 

 

6. Conclusion 
 

Jose Token aims to establish itself as a leading meme coin with a unique identity and a strong 

focus on simplicity, fairness, and community engagement. By prioritizing decentralization, 

fairness, and community, JOSE 

 

 aspires to create an inclusive ecosystem that enables sustainable growth, innovation, and long-

term value for its holders. 



 

We invite you to join us on this exciting journey as we push the boundaries of what a meme coin 

can achieve. Together, let’s make Jose Token not just a currency, but a movement that captures 

the spirit of fun, creativity, and community in the crypto world. 

 

Join the Jose Token Presale 

 

The Jose token presale is your exclusive opportunity to be an early adopter of what promises to 

be one of the most exciting meme coins on the Solana network. By investing now, you position 

yourself to benefit from the strategic scarcity, robust infrastructure, and dedicated community 

that underpin the Jose token. Don’t miss out on this unique investment opportunity. Join the 

presale, become part of the Jose token community, and ride the wave of this innovative meme 

coin revolution. Together, we can make Jose token not just a cryptocurrency, but a movement. 

 

Invest in Jose Token: Where Memes Meet Financial Innovation. 
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